VIRTUAL
REALITY (VR)
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SIMPLE PROPOSAL

SIMPLE PROPOSAL
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ARCHITECTURAL VISUALIZATION
Through Virtual Reality we help architects, engineers and designers communicating projects
and ideas to their customers. One of the most important step of every workflow.
Starting from sketches or directly from a 3D model we create an interactive showroom in Virtual
Reality. Manage the creative process in full scale! Visualize your design solutions instantly,
impress your customers, present your projects in an extraordinarily more effective way.

The enormous advantage of virtual reality is that through sensory immersion we
perceive proportions and dimensions in a realistic way, obtaining what is impossible
to do through a 2D drawing, which always involves perspective distortions.
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SIMPLE PROPOSAL

1 DESIGN
Design using the software you already know: Autocad, Revit, Rhinoceros, SketchUp ...
We assist you in all the phases related to the visualization of the project. When you are ready,
send us your drawings or your 3D model and we will use it as a basis to build an interactive
experience in Virtual Reality.

2 MATERIALS CUSTOMIZATION
Select the materials you would like to use for floors or walls. We will wrap them in the threedimensional model.
Within the scene, in Virtual Reality, you will choose through a controller for example the various
types of stoneware selected and evaluate the result instantly.

3 FURNISH
We import your 3D objects into the virtual environment. You can rotate and move them in real
time. Search for combination you like and take high resolution photos - renderings - of the
solutions you’ve come up with.
Change the approach to design, everything becomes dynamic. Both designer and customer
can interact and instantly display (Real Time Rendering) the results within the scene.

SIMPLE PROPOSAL
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4 DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
Change the time of day and check the different lighting conditions during the exploration.
Manage lighting: turn off or turn on the interactive lights in the virtual world.

5 EQUIPMENT
In addition to the Virtual Reality project we can provide you the appropriate equipment. One
of our operators, for all the hours you need, will follow with you the appointments with your
clients during the visualization phase.
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OUR
OFFER

START
VIRTUAL REALITY SHOWCASE
We make a porting of your project into
a virtual reality experience

MATERIALS EDITOR
Choose the materials you want to offer to your customers

OBJECTS LIBRARY
Insert any kind of objects inside the scene

INTERACTIONS
Rendiamo l’esperienza in VR quanto più reale possibile!
Potrai scegliere di aprire una porta o di accendere
una luce all’interno della scena attraverso il controller

ENVIRONMENT
Place the project in the real world, check the
different environmental and light conditions

SIMPLE PROPOSAL
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SIMPLE PROPOSAL

LITE
START PLAN

+
PHOTOREALISTIC RENDER
Take photos - render in high resolution while
you move within the VR model

3D WALKTHROUGH VIDEO
Video presentation of the project

ADVANCED
START OR LITE PLAN

+
EQUIPMENT
We will support your team entirely.
We will provide you all the equipment you need with
the supervision of one of our specialized technicians
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SIMPLE PROPOSAL

BETA

VIRTUAL STAGING

Our mission is to break down the visualization barriers that often slow down the process of
buying, renting or renovating a property, whether it is for residential purposes, commercial or
technical activities.
We want to improve the way in which real spaces are lived, allowing everyone to easily customize
them with any furniture or object. Display any changes in real time from your browser or in
Virtual Reality, with maximum dimensional accuracy and from the comfort of your sofa!

Designed to

REAL ESTATE
PROFESSIONALS

HOME FURNISHINGS
RETAILERS

ARCHITECTS AND
INTERIOR DESIGNERS

SIMPLE PROPOSAL
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1 3D SCAN
We scan your property and make it navigable by creating a 3D Virtual Tour.

2 CUSTOMIZE
Add furniture or objects from our library in your real space. Choose your best solution by
viewing the rendered scene via browser or through a Virtual Reality headset.
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SIMPLE PROPOSAL

VR ENVIRONMENT
Visionaut develops ultra-realistic and custom-designed Virtual Reality experiences.
VR experiences can be passive or interactive. In passive experiences, the viewer is essentially
an invisible visitor who can sit back and enjoy the show happening all around him. Interactive
experiences invite the user to participate and interact with the virtual environment and its
characters; the user becomes part of the story.
Virtual reality is the ultimate empathy machine. These experiences are more than
documentaries. They’re opportunities to walk a mile in someone else’s shoes.
Diving into the abyss [VR Storytelling]

SIMPLE PROPOSAL
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From script to design, programming to execution, we deliver immersive experiences that
engages as it entertains, inspires as it builds connections, and elevates branding to new heights.
Parachute jump [VR Storytelling]
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SIMPLE PROPOSAL

SMART HEALTH
Virtual reality, under medical supervision, can be used to treat phobias and as pain reliever.
People with motor disabilities can engage in multiple simulated activities freeing themselves
from the limitations imposed by their condition and in total safety.
Contact us and we will take you to climb Everest or explore Machu Picchu!
Virtual reality gives the possibility to try experiences that could never be realized in real life.

SIMPLE PROPOSAL
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INTERACTIVE LEARNING
A key priority for any teacher is ensuring that students are involved and motivated throughout
their school careers. Virtual reality used for educational purposes represents an enormous
potential by offering a new ways to experience learning.
Imagine being able to study lunar phases not through a traditional textbook but by positioning
yourself virtually on the surface of our satellite, looking back towards the Earth.

